
Unveiling the Forgotten Heroes:
Lord Eight Wind of Suchixtlan and
the Heroes of Ancient Oaxaca
The Rise of Lord Eight Wind of Suchixtlan

Deep within the lush valleys of Oaxaca, Mexico lies a tale of triumph and glory,

known to few but celebrated by many. The story begins with the rise of a

legendary figure, Lord Eight Wind of Suchixtlan, and his divine journey to become

one of the most revered heroes of Ancient Oaxaca.

Born into a humble family, young Eight Wind possessed an innate vigour and

determination that set him apart from his peers. From a young age, he exhibited

exceptional leadership qualities and a deep connection with the spiritual realm.

As the years passed, Eight Wind's wisdom and charisma continued to attract

followers from across the land. He proved his prowess in battle, leading his

armies to victory against formidable foes. But it was his unwavering commitment

to the well-being of his people that truly solidified his legacy.
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The Heroes of Ancient Oaxaca

Lord Eight Wind's journey, however, was not accomplished alone. Alongside him

stood a group of extraordinary individuals who would come to be known as the

Heroes of Ancient Oaxaca. These heroes possessed unique abilities and

unwavering loyalty to the Lord, making them an indomitable force.

The first hero, Lady Jaguar Claw, was a skilled warrior known for her lightning-fast

reflexes and strategic mind. She fearlessly faced any adversary, her ferocity

becoming the stuff of legends.

The second hero, Wise Owl, was a wise and knowledgeable sage. His ability to

foresee events and provide invaluable counsel made him an indispensable asset

to Lord Eight Wind's quest for justice and prosperity.

The third hero, Serpent Whisperer, possessed an extraordinary connection with

serpents and utilized their assistance to navigate through treacherous terrains.

His ability to communicate with these creatures ensured the safety of the group

throughout their expeditions.

The final hero, Swift Deer, was the epitome of agility. With grace and swiftness,

he maneuvered through battlefields, preventing any harm from befalling his

companions.

The Quest for Unity and Justice
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United as one, Lord Eight Wind and the Heroes of Ancient Oaxaca embarked on

a quest for unity and justice. Their first endeavour was to rid the land of a tyrant

who had oppressed the people for far too long.

Their strategic brilliance and unwavering determination led to a series of triumphs,

slowly but surely freeing the people from their oppressor's clutches. Earning the

respect and love of the masses, Lord Eight Wind and his heroes laid the

foundation for a more equitable and prosperous society.

Together, they introduced agricultural advancements that ensured an abundance

of food for all and implemented a system of governance that prioritized the well-

being of the people. Their just and wise rule became a source of inspiration for

generations to come.

A Legacy Remembered

The story of Lord Eight Wind of Suchixtlan and the Heroes of Ancient Oaxaca

may have faded from the collective memory over time, but it is a tale worth

preserving. Their bravery, resilience, and unwavering commitment to justice serve

as a reminder of the extraordinary power of individuals united for a common

cause.

Today, the ruins of ancient Oaxaca stand as a testament to their legacy. The

stories etched in stone pay homage to their exceptional feats and continue to

captivate the imagination of those who stumble upon them.

It is crucial to remember the forgotten heroes who shaped the course of our

history. The tale of Lord Eight Wind and his companions serves as a beacon of

hope, reminding us of the transformative power that lies within each of us.
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In the pre-Hispanic Mesoamerican world, histories and collections of ritual

knowledge were often presented in the form of painted and folded books now

known as codices, and the knowledge itself was encoded into pictographs. Eight

codices have survived from the Mixtec peoples of ancient Oaxaca, Mexico; a part

of one of them, the Codex Zouche-Nuttall, is the subject of this book. As a group,

the Mixtec codices contain the longest detailed histories and royal genealogies

known for any indigenous people in the western hemisphere. The Codex Zouche-

Nuttall offers a unique window into how the Mixtecs themselves viewed their

social and political cosmos without the bias of western European interpretation. At

the same time, however, the complex calendrical information recorded in the

Zouche-Nuttall has made it resistant to historical, chronological analysis, thereby

rendering its narrative obscure. In this pathfinding work, Robert Lloyd Williams

presents a methodology for reading the Codex Zouche-Nuttall that unlocks its

essentially linear historical chronology. Recognizing that the codex is a

combination of history in the European sense and the timelessness of myth in the

Native American sense, he brings to vivid life the history of Lord Eight Wind of

Suchixtlan (AD 935–1027), a ruler with the attributes of both man and deity, as

well as other heroic Oaxacan figures. Williams also provides context for the

history of Lord Eight Wind through essays dealing with Mixtec ceremonial rites

and social structure, drawn from information in five surviving Mixtec codices.
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